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The bistability problem, common to scanning microscopes employing lateral dithering of the probe
for image formation~i.e., shear force microscope! or probe-sample distance control~i.e., near-field
optical microscope! is shown to stem from the two nearly degenerate vibration degrees of freedom
possessed by a laterally dithered fiber. Controlling the fiber vibration direction by means of a
four-sectioned piezo was found to be a simple and effective solution of the problem. An image of
a microtubule is presented to demonstrate the improved imaging ability. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!03843-6#
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The shear force and near-field optical microscop
~NOMs! are members of the family of scanning probe m
croscopes. The former is a type of noncontact scanning fo
microscope~SFM!1 @the atomic force microscope~AFM! is a
type of contact SFM# distinguished by its use of shear forc
to map the topographic surface of a sample. It is especi
desirable for biological samples, because it exerts far
force on the sample than the competing AFM techniqu
The latter exploits the spatial localization2 of the optical
near-field in order to achieve subwavelength resolution w
out harming a sample. In many NOM systems shear fo
control is used to keep the nanometric sized probe clos
the sample surface.

This letter will discuss the origin of the problem of b
stability in the shear force feedback signal, present a sim
solution and its incorporation in a mechanically and th
mally stable system, and illustrate the improved resolut
with a topographic image3 of a soft ~i.e., low mechanical
compliance! biological sample~microtubule!.

Shear force control of probe-sample separation is imp
mented as follows: A sharpened fiber tip is glued on a pie
electric transducer~PZT!. For shear force purposes, it ha
one fixed and one free end and fiber is vibrated laterally
applying a dithering voltage to the PZT at a frequency clo
to a fiber eigenfrequency@Fig. 1~a!#. ~A typical 1.5-mm-
long, f40 mm glass fiber has its first harmonic resonance
20 kHz with a quality factor of 200!. When the fiber comes
within ;10 nm@c.f. Fig. 1~b!# of a surface, the tip enters th
range of attractive Van der Waals and/or capillary forc
Fw ,1 which are a function of the probe-sample separati
The component of this force perpendicular to the fiber a
Fr>2uFwuwew acts to oppose the motion of the fiber, cau
ing a shift of the fiber’s resonance to higher frequency and
accompanying reduction of the amplitude of the tip vib
tion. This tip vibration can be detected by a variety
methods,4–8 among which the stray light detectio
method9–11has proved to be simple, robust, and sensitive.
described in Fig. 1~a!, a laser beam is focused onto the fib
tip, and the diffracted light detected by a photodiode. T
signal, containing information on the tip vibration frequen
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and amplitude, is heterodyned with the dithering frequen
applied to the fiber. At a great distance from the surface
fiber’s vibration frequency is equal to the applied ditheri
frequency; close to the surface the change in the fiber’s re
nance frequency results in a sharp drop in lock-in ampli
output. A proportional integration controller compares t
lock-in output with a preset value and feeds back the diff
ence to aZ-positioning piezo, thus keeping the tip at a pr
determined height above the sample. This works provid

n.

FIG. 1. Explanation of the shear force probe-sample separation regulatio
employed in a shear force or near-field optical microscope.~a! LD repre-
sents a laser diode~l51.3mm wavelength in our case! and PD a photodi-
ode. The fiber probe is dithered at its near resonant frequency,v, by means
of a voltage applied to the PZT.~b! Force diagram of a fiber coupled to th
surface. TheXY plane coincides with the sample plane,Z is the fiber vibra-
tion axis in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface,ew is angular
unit vector defined in the plane where the fiber vibration takes place,w is
total displacement angle,Fw is Van der Waals and capillary attractiv
forces,Fr is restoring force,H is altitude of the fiber tip,dH5o(w2), and
therefore is neglected.
25412541/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the dependence of the sample-probe separation on the v
tion amplitude is monotonic.4

Unfortunately, the dependence of the sample-pro
separation on the vibration amplitude is not necessa
monotonic, due to the two degrees of freedom possesse
a laterally vibrated fiber. Let us consider the vibrating syst
in a coordinate system@defined in Fig. 1~b!# in which the
origin, O, is placed at the fiber clamping point. The motio
of the fiber’s tip thus takes place equidistantly with respec
the origin, and can be analytically described by a tw
dimensional vectorw5wew5wxex1wyey with ex ,ey being
the elementary orthogonal angle unit vectors in theXOZ and
YOZ planes, respectively;wx , wy are the fiber deflection
angle projections onto theXOZ (YOZ) plane. The fiber tip
motion is governed by a set of differential equations:

H ẅx12gẇx1~v0x1Dvw!2wx5 f x cosvt
ẅy12gẇy1~v0y1Dvw!2wy5 f y cosvt , ~1!

whereg is a damping constant of the fiber tip;v0x(v0y) is
eigenfrequency of the fiber tip along thex(y) axis; Dvw

[Dvw(H) is the separation dependent frequency shift in
fiber tip’s eigenfrequency due to coupling the fiber to t
surface through Van der Waals and/or capillary forces;v is
the applied dithering angular frequency~near the fiber’s reso
nant frequency!; and f x( f y) is the vibration amplitude along
the x(y) axis of the fiber dithering. This equation is only o
a representative order of magnitude due to the complica
structure of forces involved in the probe–sample interacti
Ideally these two lateral vibrations are degenerate (v0x

5v0y). Unfortunately, due to uncontrolled factors, such
oblique fiber attachment to the dithering piezo and/or sli
asymmetries in the fiber probe itself, this degeneracy is
moved. Figure 2~upper trace! shows a double resonanc
structure in which the two peaks are separated by 60 Hz
illustrate the serious consequences of this doublet struc
for shear force control, let us consider a fiber being dithe

FIG. 2. Frequency spectrum of the fiber under lateral dithering. The
resonance peaks are separated by;60 Hz. The network analyzer resolutio
bandwidth510 Hz. In the upper trace the amplitude of the two reson
peaks are equal, while in lower trace the high frequency peak has
suppressed by greater than 10 dB using the scheme illustrated in Fig.
2542 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 17, 27 October 1997
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at the higher frequency resonance. When it enters the at
tive force range, along with a fall in vibration amplitude, th
fiber’s resonance frequency shifts in the positive direction
it is no longer a ‘‘free end’’@c.f. Eq. ~1!#, and hence the
dithering frequencyv applied to the fiber is no longer at
fiber’s resonance. By the time the amplitude has droppe
half of its original magnitude, due to the surface-probe int
action, the fiber’s resonance frequency has shifted byv/2Q
512p360 rad/s as a simple estimation based on Eq.~1!
shows. The applied dither is now resonant to the lower f
quency resonance. This results in severe oscillations in
shear force servo system. As these two peaks often lie v
close together, this doublet structure may not be recogn
when choosing a frequency to dither the fiber~due to inad-
equate resolution of the spectrum analyzer being used to
the peaks!, only showing itself in the form of unexplaine
system instabilities. Among a variety of empirical metho
to obtain a stable shear force signal, we are aware of
following: trying successive harmonics of the fiber resonan
frequency until one giving a stable approach curve is fou
choosing an off-resonance frequency on which to vibrate
fiber; or when two peaks were seen, operating on the lo
frequency peak.12 The first two techniques are quite tim
consuming and although the third technique, dithering
fiber at the lower frequency peak, is to be preferred o
vibrating at the higher frequency peak it cannot halt se
loop oscillations caused by external perturbations or/a
sample topography.

We have succeeded in removing this doublet struct
simply and effectively by using a four-sectioned ditheri
piezo~shown schematically in Fig. 3!. The dithering voltage
is distributed by means of a variable resistor (Rv). By vary-
ing the value ofRv from 0 to its maximum value one ca
gradually switch the fiber vibration from along they axis to

o

t
en

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the fiber lateral vibration direction regulat
for the suppression of one fiber resonance. The fiber is attached to a
sectioned piezo tube to which a dithering voltageVd is applied.1X denotes
the PZT segment which shrinks upon applying positive voltage betw
outer and inner common electrode, while2X denotes the expanding seg
ment.Y is similarily denoted.
Zvyagin et al.
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along thex axis. This allows either of the two fiber reso
nances to be suppressed or enhanced. Figure 2 demons
the suppression of an undesirable high frequency peak b
dB by adjusting the variable resistor. This allows stable
eration of the shear force servo loop in the middle of
force curve~where it is the steepest and thus most sensitiv!.

This improved shear force detection system has b
incorporated into a highly compact and stable combinat
shear force, collection-mode NOM. The kinematic part
the setup consists of two coaxial piezo tubes. The outer t
supports a wagon on which the prism and sample
mounted and is used for both lateral scanning and fine
tical positioning. In addition, it operates as a motor for t
vertical piezoelectric inertial slider13 used for coarse vertica
positioning. During scanning, the servo loopZ voltage as
well as theX-Y scanning voltage are applied to the ou
PZT. The inner tube holds and dithers the gold coated sh
ened optical fiber. The topographic shear force image is
ated by recording the shear force feedback signal, and
optical NOM image by recording the intensity of light tran

FIG. 4. Shear force image of protein stabilized microtubules. Three
ments spread radially from the right bottom corner of the image. The br
round structures also visible in this image are protein aggregates. The
inset shows profile of a microtubule taken along the line marked in the m
figure.
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mitted through the fiber as it is scanned laterally across
surface of the sample. All components were mounted on
invar plate, placed on a damping stage.

To confirm the improved imaging resolution obtained
eliminating this bistability, Fig. 4 presents a topographic i
age of a soft biological specimen~microtubule with associ-
ated proteins! chosen for its well identified nanometric siz
~25–30 nm in diameter and microns in length! and impor-
tance biologically. The observed width~40 nm! and height
~15 nm! are in agreement with previous observations t
dried and fixed microtubules take a squeezed tubular, ra
than circular tubular shape,14 and agree with NOM data ob
tained using this instrument.3 To the best of our knowledge
this image exhibits the best spatial resolution of a micro
bule obtained using a laterally dithered scanning fo
microscope.15

In summary, oscillations of the shear force control ser
system can be caused by the nonmonotonic dependenc
the tip lateral dithering amplitude on the probe-sample se
ration. This bistability, at least partly due to the existence
two near degenerate resonances of the fiber tip, can be
moved simply by redistributing the voltage between term
nals in a four-sectioned dithering PZT so as to match
applied voltage to one of the nearly degenerate modes.
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